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ABSTRACT: Ventilation is essential to provide a smoke-free path for safe passenger evacuation and
effective rescue services in case of a tunnel fire, because the closure tunnels increase consequences
of accidents significantly. In the present study, the simultaneous use of longitudinal ventilation and
smoke extraction from the ceiling in fires inside tunnels and physical phenomena has been investigated.
Fire dynamics simulator will be used as a CFD tool. This simulation was performed to investigate the
effect of the longitudinal distance of the smoke extraction system from the fire source on the smoke
back-layering length and the maximum temperature in the two operating conditions used by this system
downstream and upstream the fire source. In the present work, the smoke extraction system is located
on the ceiling of the tunnel. The results show that using a smoke extraction system upstream of the fire
source will increase the maximum temperature, but using the same system downstream will reduce the
temperature throughout the tunnel and prevent smoke back-layering. However, attention to the smoke
extraction velocity prevents the plug-holding phenomenon. The results also show that the simultaneous
use of two smoke extraction systems at the upstream or downstream of the fire source will have a better
result and The maximum temperature is reduced by 10%.

1. INTRODUCTION
Designing an efficient emergency ventilation system is
one of the main approaches to prevent the perilous fire in
tunnel phenomenon. For this purpose, firstly, fire behavior
and its heat release rate should be investigated. Knowing
about temperature distribution and smoke movement is the
second step.
The issue of fire safety in tunnels is very essential
because the closure tunnels increase consequences of
accidents significantly. Therefore, it is necessary to control
fire development and smoke propagation with appropriate
measures when fire occurs. The ventilation system is used
to control smoke propagation and the suppression system is
used to prevent fire spread in tunnel. Ventilation is essential to
provide a smoke-free path for safe passenger evacuation and
effective rescue services in case of a tunnel fire.
Research has been conducted in recent years to reduce the
risk of fire in tunnels. Heidarinejad et al. [1] studied fire in the
tunnel with operating ventilation and suppression systems.
The results showed that increase in water flow rate leads to
increase in cooling effect of suppression system. Haghani
and Barati [2] studied the effect of blower location on the
maximum temperature and spread of smoke in case of fire
inside tunnels. The results showed that the blower location
has a significant effect on critical velocity and volumetric
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flux and it can reduce critical volumetric flux by at least 11
percent. Kong et al. [3] studied smoke back-layering length
with different longitudinal fire locations in inclined tunnels
under natural ventilation. The results showed that smoke
back-layering length drops progressively with increasing
downstream length.
In the present study, the simultaneous use of longitudinal
ventilation and smoke extraction from the ceiling in fires
inside tunnels and physical phenomena has been investigated.
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND PHYSICAL
DESCRIPTION
The numerical modeling is performed in a tunnel model
with dimensions of 0.25× 0.25× 12 m. There is a fire occurring
in a tunnel, a burner is used as the fire source. The squared gas
burner with dimensions of 0.1 m is employed as fire source to
supply continuous heat release rates. The burner is placed on
the center of the tunnel; ambient temperature is considered
20 °C. Fig. 1 shows the geometrical representation of tunnel.
3. NUMERICAL MODEL
The numerical model is constructed by Fire Dynamic
Simulator (FDS). The fire dynamics simulator has been
developed at NIST to explore fire behavior and to analyze the
efficiency of fire protection systems. Simulation of fire-driven
flow can be conducted in FDS by employing LES turbulence
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Fig.1. A geometrical representation of tunnel
Fig.1. A geometrical representation of tunnel
Fig. 3 variation of critical velocity with HRR
Fig. 3 variation of critical velocity with HRR

Fig. 2. Distribution of temperature in various computational
Fig. 2. Distribution of temperature
meshin various computational mesh

Fig. 4. ceiling temperature distribution through the tunnel with
Fig. 4. ceiling temperature distribution through the tunnel with use of two smoke extraction systems

use of two smoke extraction systems upstream of fire source
model. FDS has been extensively utilized in research of smoke
source
(VL=0.53
(VL=0.53
m/s)m/s).
behavior and its validity has been broadly verified. Governing
equations are solved numerically in FDS. The physical
equations include Navier-Stokes equations for flow analysis,
energy conservation equations for temperature distribution
and other scalar equations for smoke and particulates
transport.
To have a better calculation accuracy, mesh refining is
performed. The FDS user guide proposes a non-dimensional
Q
expression of D = ( ρ T c g ) for assessing a mesh resolution
with D*. The recommended value of D is in the range of 4-16
δx
[4]. Fire grid numbers are studied to confirm that the results
are grid-independent. Along with the numerical simulations
described in the next section, other simulations are conducted
with the precise target of verifying the model validity, by
examining the agreement between experimental results and
model predictions. Fig. 2 shows distribution of temperature
in various computational mesh and Fig. 3 illustrates the
variation of critical velocity with heat release rate (HRR) and
Fig. 5. ceiling
temperature
distribution
the tunnel
with systems d
Fig. 5. ceiling temperature distribution
through
the tunnel
with use through
of two smoke
extraction
a remarkable agreement is observed and the simulation is
use of two smoke extraction
systems
downstream of fire source
source (V
L=0.53 m/s).
compared with Wu and Bakar [5] and Li et al. [6].
(VL=0.53 m/s)
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 4 shows ceiling temperature distribution through the

tunnel with use of two smoke extraction systems upstream
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5. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, Numerical simulation Simultaneous use
of longitudinal ventilation and smoke extraction from the
ceiling in fires inside tunnels was investigated. The results
showed that using a smoke extraction system upstream of
the fire source will increase the maximum temperature,
but using the same system downstream will reduce the
temperature throughout the tunnel and prevent smoke
back-layering. However, attention to the smoke extraction
velocity prevents the plug-holding phenomenon.
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